Many commentators have rightly seen dramatic opera (or semi-opera, as some persist in calling it) as primarily a literary genre. There has also been a tendency to attribute dramatic opera's separation of music from the main drama, and its confinement to certain kinds of function, to the taste of English audiences and, to a lesser extent, of dramatists. 1 A major problem with this attribution to taste is that it tends to suppress thought. Taste, be it for certain kinds of drama, music or beer, is a faithful and factual manifestation of preference. But invoking it as a primary agent to explain dramatic opera gives insufficient credit to the creative and opinion-shaping powers of the dramatists involved; and it gives even less credit to the seventeenth-century English stage's cultivation of a sophisticated and distinctive role for music. The writings of seventeenth-century dramatists reveal that, although they acknowledged audience tastes, they often wished to shape them. Have great dramatists not always been like that?
its spectacular scenery and stage effects. 6 It was perhaps natural that Davenant, ever an artistic and commercial entrepreneur, should seek to give such spectacle a permanent footing in public theatre. 7 In 1639, just two years after the opening of the world's first public opera house in Venice, a To serve such lofty moral and civic purposes, the subjects of the entertainments were to be chosen so that
The chiefest objects represented, should be those famous Battels at Land and Sea by which this Nation is renown'd; presenting the Generals and other meritorious Leaders in their conduct, Dangers, Successes, and Triumphs; and the interlocution, between the changing of the Scenes, should be in praise of Valor, Vigilance, Military Painfulness, Temperance, and Obedience to Authority; 12 Historical data surrounding The Siege of Rhodes is sufficiently complicated to have been subject to multiple interpretations. Some scholars, notably E.J. Dent, have argued that Davenant imagined it primarily as a play, and that the musical setting was an addition designed to evade the parliamentary ban on spoken theatre. 15 This interpretation has proved remarkably persistent, despite scholarly arguments to the contrary over the last fifty years or so. 16 This is not the place to rehearse the issues, except perhaps to observe that arguments in favour of The Siege being a originally a spoken play have generally senses, and the ideal propagated some years earlier in his Essay Of Dramatick Poesie (1668), that serious drama (as distinct from comedies) should be 'Nature wrought up to an higher pitch.' 21 Naturalness, reasonableness, realism -all heightened in impact by the power of spoken verse, are consistently praised. Understanding, not sensual pleasure, is the central aim.
So the power of music proper ranks lower than the different kind of musicality that defines the best dramatic verse. As Mark Van Doren declared many years ago, borrowing from a comment of Wordsworth, Dryden had an ear. 22 With poetry that is itself so musical, music is either redundant or it threatens, because its sensuality subverts the elevated understanding that is a main aim of such verse.
Verse written for opera might be sung; but it should also be appropriate for reading in private -'Beauties in the reading', as Dryden put it in his condemnation of opera. Thirty years earlier, the pragmatic Davenant had recognised the problem in the preface to The
Siege of Rhodes:
You may inquire, being a Reader, why in an heroick Argument my numbers are so often diversify'd and fall into short fractions; considering that a continuation of the usual length of English verse would appear more Heroical in reading.
The title page reads The State of Innocence and Fall of Man: an Opera, Written in Heroique
Verse; and the disposition of verse-types is revealing. In the few places where the main text is specified to be sung, the drama is not dealing with a dramatic discourse requiring understanding. These places are also those where Dryden most-often breaks away from the rhyming iambic pentameter, into the tetrameter or trimeter.
For example, in the first scene of Act III Adam and Eve are in Paradise; and while they sleep the stage direction declares that 'Lucifer sits down by Eve, and seems to whisper in her ear'. 33 That sinister intervention triggers a dreamy, seductive sequence of dances and visions described in some detail, and all calculated to deceive the still-sleeping 'Fair
Mother of Mankind' so that she will 'bless thy senses with the taste [of the forbidden fruit]'. The kind of music that accompanied these stage effects is not specified; but at some point during the sequence an Angel starts singing in dialogue with a 'Woman, habited like Eve'.
This scene and others in The State of Innocence embody many of the central characteristics of dramatic opera as it developed in the decades immediately after the Restoration. The spoken drama is in pentameter couplets; and as so often in art, the villain (Lucifer) gets some of the best. Music sets the scene, as in the moment of the Fall discussed above and many others. Temptation is delivered by Lucifer seeming to whisper into the ear of the sleeping Eve; but temptation's seductive power is embodied in and accomplished by music, via singer-surrogates of both characters. Music is specified for various songs or dances, often while an effect of machinery is taking place. Almost all these specifications involve some kind of extremity, be it the opera's opening representation of 'a Chaos, or a confus'd Mass of Matter', or towards the end, when 'a Heaven descends, full of Angels and blessed Spirits'.
All this is consistent with the use of music and scenes in many plays by Dryden and others in the decades following the Restoration. But although that relationship between dramatic verse, spectacle and music has many precedents, The State of Innocence takes things onto a heightened level of musico-dramatic coherence. In so many ways the scenario described in Dryden's unperformed libretto is a prototype for all the dramatic operas that were performed from Dioclesian (1690) onwards. And the subject -the ultimate morality tale and the grandest heroic drama of them all, finds echoes in the moralising aspects of musical scenes in works such as King Arthur (1691) and The Fairy Queen (1692), and in several later dramatic operas for which composers other than Purcell provided the music.
The State of Innocence is an opera in every way that Restoration England understood that
term. Yet, by its carefully calculated separation of dramatic verse (understanding) from music and spectacle (the senses), it fulfills all the main criteria that Dryden desires from spoken dramatic verse, both in performance and in private reading. It is surely significant that the published poem was advertised as an opera, that it sold well and was reprinted many times. Read as literature, it leaves vast space for the reader's imagination.
Surely, this is a just yardstick for assessing the dramaturgical success or failure of dramatic opera. Does the work achieve that ideal raised by Davenant in his Proposition -that aural and visual representation can forcefully (or subtly) drive home a message explicated in spoken dramatic poetry? There seems no doubt that this was the ideal for which Dryden was aiming, for it is also essayed in King Arthur, or The British Worthy (1691), the most integrated of all the dramatic operas that were actually performed. (It was also the first dramatic opera to be called such by its author.)
Dryden's Arthur is the leader whose heroic virtue makes him alone worthy to lead his nation to its true destiny. After Arthur's army has overcome the Saxons in battle, the British Worthy must overcome on levels which become increasingly intimate. The last trial is in Act IV, when Arthur's enemies attempt the deceit and seduction of his very self through visions of beauty and desire -all accomplished in music. He encounters sexual temptation in the form of two half-naked sirens, and when he manages to ignore the blandishments of the duet 'Two Daughters of this Aged Stream' (and some other music, now lost), he encounters the immense passacaglia and dance 'How Happy the Lover'. This astonishing ground bass piece attempts to hypnotise Arthur through sheer persistence, to lead him into an illusion of love, to a lust which will destroy his noble character. But Arthur knows that he must mistrust not only music's sensuality, but his own; and because he possesses such noble virtue, he knows where the illusions come from. So at the end of the passacaglia he sends them back there -'Fly after Night, and overtake the Moon'.
The famous Frost Scene of Act III, where the evil Osmund tries to win over the virtuous Emmeline via a masque devoted to the power of love, is another example of music being given free rein only for its power as seducer to be usurped by the main characters' moral strength. The use of speech to articulate Arthur's and Emmeline's rejection of music's power as seducer is fine in the reading; and in performance it is bathetic only if stage production fails (as it usually does) to maintain a proper space between the worlds of understanding -embodied in the declamation of dramatic poetry, and sensual delight - It is revealing that when Dryden was excusing himself for writing the libretto to Albion and Albanius, he should explain the unusual nature of this entertainment in terms that apply to dramatic opera at least as much as they do to that all-sung piece:
Propriety of thought is that Fancy which arises naturally from the Subject, or which the Poet adapts to it. Propriety of Words, is the cloathing of those thoughts French and Italian opera excel respectively in decorations and music. But . . . the Drama falls short in both. . . An English Stomach requires something solid and substantial, and will rise hungary from a Regale of nothing but Sweetmeats. 41 The robustly varied diet offered by dramatic opera was not suddenly swept away by the arrival of Italian opera in the 1710s. It declined gradually, but especially after theatre politics and finances dealt it a serious blow in 1708, with a decree from the Lord Chamberlain that the two main acting companies were to be merged at the theatre in Drury Lane, while the Haymarket was to have a monopoly on opera. 42 The decline is also attributable partly, at least, to increasing modification of the 'skilful Mixture of the various Ingredients' in such revivals as did take place across that century. Increasingly, these revivals were instigated primarily because of the music. 43 There is an odd kind of consistency in the fact that it was music -the area of the drama that Dryden, Granville and others sought to keep in its place because it was the most threatening to understanding and reason -which ultimately triumphed over drama. An ironic consequence of the separation between the provinces of drama and music (and spectacle) is that it left a special kind of other-space -one that a composer as ambitious and capable as Purcell could fill with music far more complex and sophisticated in design than anything in continental opera. 44 The popular success of scenes such as the Frost Scene from King Arthur and the masques in The Fairy Queen was rooted as much in the sustained sensual beauties of their music as in their synthetic, high-Baroque relationship with the drama that they ornamented; and as high-Baroque culture was superseded by the eighteenth century's increasing rationalism, sensual delight became increasingly separated from the literary and dramatic context that gave it representative force. And as that went, so too did the specialised, judicious taste that had created a uniquely English form of musical drama. In that light, there is a certain logic to the success of Italian opera -an allmusical form of opera that evaded the need for understanding by being in a language many in the audience knew slightly or not at all, and presented by a composer, Handel, who at last could offer sensual delights to match those created by Purcell.
